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JIC-63020 - 9” Curved Jaw Cable Cutter - Data Sheet

High leverage design for superior cutting ability. The curved jaws provide superior holding for a 

cleaner and more concentric cut. Tool is for cutting aluminum and soft copper and not for use 

on steel or ACSR type cables. The shear type jaws cuts up to 100-pair cables (24 AWG). Tool 

has built in spring and lock for safety. The lock has a unique feature where lock is released by 

squeezing handles together. Made of chrome vanadium steel.

Specifications
Cut Type Cable

Conductor Material Aluminum, Copper

Overall Length 9” (228.6mm)

Jaw Length 1” (25.4mm)

Jaw Thickness 7/16” (11.11mm)

Jaw Width 7/8” (22mm)

Color Red Handle

Weight 0.957 lbs (0.434 kg)

UPC No. 811490018983
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